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Twelve
design Carlo Colombo and CR&S Varenna, 2009
Twelve, the research of a new essential design with minimal horizontal thicknesses and maximum
wideness of the surfaces. Primary volumes characterized by the absence of handles interpret different
stylistic values thanks to an exceptional variety of finishes and materials.

Kitchens collection
The Varenna collection interprets the contemporary kitchen in its entire variety. The maximum freedom 
in compositions enables original proposals, which are defined by a wide range of materials, finishes and 
colours. The idea of a kitchen as a planned space in order to reflect the individuality of who lives in: the 
avant-garde technical solutions and an always more personal stylistic choice are aligned with the idea of a 
home project that distinguishes Poliform conception of a contemporary house.

Doors finishings:
Mat laminate, mat laminate touch, embossed lacquered, glossy lacquered.
Wood: walnut c., eco canaletto, moro oak, oak, siena oak, brown oak, spessart oak, grey dyed oak, elm and 
black elm.
Scotch brite steel.
Frosted and glossy glass.
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Twelve_Handle
design Carlo Colombo and CR&S Varenna, 2009
Twelve, the research of a new essential design with minimal horizontal thicknesses and maximum
wideness of the surfaces. Primary volumes characterized by the absence of handles interpret different
stylistic values thanks to an exceptional variety of finishes and materials.

Kitchens collection
The Varenna collection interprets the contemporary kitchen in its entire variety. The maximum freedom 
in compositions enables original proposals, which are defined by a wide range of materials, finishes and 
colours. The idea of a kitchen as a planned space in order to reflect the individuality of who lives in: the 
avant-garde technical solutions and an always more personal stylistic choice are aligned with the idea of a 
home project that distinguishes Poliform conception of a contemporary house.

Doors finishings:
Mat laminate, mat laminate touch, embossed lacquered, glossy lacquered.
Wood: walnut c., eco canaletto, moro oak, oak, siena oak, brown oak, spessart oak, grey dyed oak, elm and 
black elm.
Scotch brite steel.


